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Since transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was developed about 80 years ago, numerous strategies have been attempted to visualize living cells at high resolution. The harsh environment within the TEM (mostly the vacuum and damage from a fixed beam of electrons) presents challenges. Some approaches have been to fabricate chambers within the TEM that provide a more “friendly” environment for living cells (that is, less stringent vacuum), but they have limitations. Impressive images have been generated with various cryogenic techniques, but frozen cells are not alive or in their native state in the traditional sense. Nihar Mohanty, Monica Fahrenholtz, Ashvin Nagaraja, Daniel Boyle, and Vikas Berry have developed an ingenious solution to the problem by “wrapping” cells with modified graphene [1].

Graphene is an allotrope of carbon composed of single sheets of graphite (the carbon form found in pencil lead). The Nobel Prize in Physics last year went to Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov for what the Nobel Committee termed “groundbreaking experiments regarding the two-dimensional material graphene.” The point here is that graphene is a material that has a lot of potential uses, and Berry’s group has discovered a novel one.

Sheets of modified graphene can be used to confine bacterial cells within an easy-to-apply impermeable and electron-transparent encasement that retains the cellular water, while enabling imaging by TEM. The layer is just a few atoms thick of an element of low atomic number. The outer shells of electrons (the $\pi$ electrons) of the carbon atoms are so close that even small atoms cannot pass through the graphenic sheets, yet it is strong enough to contain an internal pressure when the wrapped cell is in a vacuum. The modified graphene is flexible, allowing wrapping to conform to the cell surface. Finally, the graphenic sheets have a high electrical conductivity (again, due to the $\pi$ electrons) to significantly reduce electrostatic charge buildup and a high thermal conductance to dissipate heat while in the electron beam.

Specifically, Mohanty et al. demonstrated that protein-functionalized graphene (PFG) can wrap bacteria in such a way as to enable wet-phase TEM imaging. In a proof-of-concept study, they used an unstained Gram-positive bacteria (*Bacillus subtilis*), which is about 70 percent water (by volume) with a wall thickness of 16 to 30 nm. An aqueous suspension of graphene oxide (GO) sheets was covalently bonded to Concanaavalin-A, which has a specific affinity for the polyteichoic moieties on the bacterial cell wall. When this was mixed with a purified bacterial suspension, the mixture clouded, and this is attributed to the denaturation of the bacteria by the PFGs. This interpretation is supported by control experiments in which GO not functionalized with Concanaavalin-A did not yield wrapped bacteria.

Cross sections of wrapped bacteria cut at 90 nm were examined in the TEM, and about 90 percent were fully wrapped, with the...
remainder partially wrapped. A majority of cells were wrapped in as many as 7 layers of PFG. Tests confirmed that cells that were alive when they were wrapped. Wrapped and unwrapped cells were immobilized on silicon nitride windows and examined in the TEM for up to 20 minutes. TEM micrographs of the wrapped cells clearly showed the bacterial cell wall and intracellular structure, whereas micrographs of unwrapped cells had unrecognizable intracellular structure and evidence of charging that distorted the image (see Figure 1). Also, much of the water was retained within the wrapped cells, and there was no discernable volume change. The unwrapped cells quickly shrank by 76 percent and were apparently dry after 20 minutes in the TEM.

Berry’s group has developed yet another use for graphene and its modifications, one that can be helpful to microscopists. This is reinforced by the supplemental material (such as videos of wrapped bacteria) that accompanied their article. They envision that encasing wet samples within graphenic chambers could enable real-time imaging of fluid dynamics, proteins, liquid suspension of nanoparticles, and the biochemical activity within living cells [2]!
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